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A: You probably need to use spawndb.getitem('skill_points') to get the total number of skill points available. Then you can easily add them up and assign them however you like. The details are here: Q: execute() returns None, but returns None on Error I have an issue where execute() returns None despite the value being equal to a non-None return value. import subprocess
subprocess.call(["./build_script.py"]) print("##", subprocess.call("./build_script.py")) This returns ## None ## None However, if we change the last line to subprocess.call(["./build_script.py"]).decode("utf-8").encode('utf-8') we get the expected output. I'm guessing subprocess just prints the argument to stderr and does not actually perform the command, why would this be? I'm using Python 3.6. A: Your

script is printing its output to stderr. This is documented, for example here. You can verify this using import subprocess with open('/dev/tty') as f: stdout = subprocess.check_output('./build_script.py') print('stdout:', stdout) f.seek(-1) # rewind to the end of the stream stderr = f.read() print('stderr:', stderr) This prints: stdout: Hello, world! stderr: Hello, world! The stderr output will get printed because all output
is going to stderr in an interactive session. Q: npm install in corporate environment We're running npm 1.3.11 on Node 0.4.4 We've got a corporate web server which can only update a local instance of npm. Is there a way to install npm packages into the global directory without having to
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Dec 16, 2014 The fun is in the detail. And the skill points are where the fun is at!.. And the Skill Points cheat is where the fun is at, too... So here is my Slalvat Kalourg skill point cheat.. Hate this part of the game? It's ok, there are lots of other games out there where you can. Videos The following videos detail how to optimize and cheat skills in Warhammer 40K: Dawn of War II. Channel 980: Skills tips
and tricks for Warhammer 40K: Dawn of War II. ...SHOW MORE, PLAY VIDEO: Learn how to use the first two skills of the Slalvat Kalourg Hellbrute from the Reaper's Dawn expansion pack. Channel 987: Slalvat Kalourg skill tips and tricks. ...SHOW MORE, PLAY VIDEO: Learn to unlock additional Slalvat Kalourg skill moves using this video guide. Channel 988: Taskmaster skills cheat tips and

tricks. ...SHOW MORE, PLAY VIDEO: This video guide will show you how to cheat Taskmaster skills using all items. Category:Warhammer 40,000: Dawn of War IIQ: Can I use a LPG, electric stove in a firebox? I've got a 30 gallon stock pot (old enameled cast iron) that my wife would like to use for cooking. I have an electric stove and an electric range. I have the stock pot set up on a brick stove hearth;
when I get up in the morning, I put it into the storage closet. She wants to use this pot for cooking; however, it has a lidded lid. I'm thinking about putting the pot on my electric stove/range and placing a closeable (though transparent) vent just inside the stove exhaust for the pot and the top of the pot to prevent flareups and stove fires. Is this a reasonable idea? A: If it's transparent, you may be fine. I wouldn't

try to stop air from going into the pot; that's when a chimney would be helpful. If the stove is gas, I believe it's illegal to put anything near the venturi (the throat into the appliance, which is hot). If it's electric, I don't believe it's illegal to put near the venturi, but you may 3da54e8ca3
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